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Abstract: 

Global Positioning System (GPS) is widely applied for survey in the transportation field. During the survey, the GPS modules 

built in smart phones could accurately record series of information including the longitude, latitude, timing, speed, altitude, 

number of satellites, etc., In the existing system, there is no client- side application to notify accident spot. And also, there is no 

interaction between ambulance driver and local traffic controller. By using this application, ambulance driver can exactly know 

accident spot with the help of Google map. Moreover, local traffic controller directly interacts with ambulance driver by receiving 

GPS co-ordinate from ambulance driver app. Then traffic controller can clear ambulance coming route by changing signal colour. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 

 

Application for emergency system. when the application is 

activated by any client, the request is sent to the corresponding 

server, then server verify the type of request and connect to the 

nearby ambulance driver and choose the hospitals, response is 

given to the client or user by the local traffic server.  

 

At that time ambulance driver share the path to the traffic 

server by this way traffic controller can easily handle all 

emergency situation.  

 

It is the application for emergency system. Using this 

application ambulance driver can exactly know accident spot 

with the help of Google map, more over local traffic controller 

directly interact with ambulance driver, so in this way traffic 

controller can know ambulance current location from receive 

GPS co-ordinate from ambulance driver app.  

 

Then traffic controller can clear ambulance coming route, e.g. 

Change green signal when ambulance come nearby traffic 

signal. The vehicular GPS equipment or smart phone-based 

GPS applications record travellers’ trajectory. 

 

At the same time, these travellers are prompted through 

Internet, telephone interview, email, paper-and-pencil based 

questionnaire, etc., to collect information about their socio-

demographics, as well as verify the travel records.  

 

These GPS- based transportation surveys realize recording 

respondents travel behaviour in real time and obtaining a large 

amount of tracking data.  

 

This transportation survey based on the GPS module built in 

respondent’s smart phone could easily collect the activity 

travel information of a great number of travellers over multiple 

days, which is more extensive and detailed than those could be 

obtained using traditional survey methods.  

 

The great amount of the data requires more effective data 

analysis and manipulation methods. During the survey, the 

GPS modules built in smart phones could accurately record 

series of information including the longitude, latitude, timing, 

speed, altitude, number of satellites, etc. 

 

II.EXISTING SYSTEM 

 

In existing system, public and EMT cannot directly 

communicate with traffic server, if notify any emergency 

purpose and traffic control officers not manage emergency 

vehicles (like ambulance),  

 

In existing system, there is no client-side application for notify 

accident spot. And also, there is no interaction between 

ambulance driver and local traffic controller.  

 

It’s a complex system to notify any emergency process. 

Ambulance driver hard to know exact accident spot. Still, there 

is no application to co-ordinate public, ambulance driver, and 

traffic controller. 

 

III.PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

We create a client mobile application; client can notify 

accident location to main server using this application. Main 

server gets address of the received GPS co-ordinate for finding 

local area medical server.  

 

Medical server has ambulance driver contacts and thereby 

ambulance driver receive notification from medical server. 

Notification shows the exact location of accident spot in 

Google map.  

 

Then ambulance driver application gets synchronized with 

local traffic controller after receiving notification by the server. 

Thereby local traffic server can clear traffic by changing signal 

color for ambulance upcoming route. The proposed system has 

several advantages which are summarized below: 

 

(1) Ambulance driver can easily know the exact accident 

spot. 

(2) Public and Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) 

can directly communicate with the traffic server. 

(3) Time will be consumed to reach the destination. 
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IV. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

 
Figure.1. System Model 

 

A. USER INTERFACE 

The first stage of the system implementation is user interface. 

The main activity of this system is to create client-side mobile 

application mainly to notify accident spot. The aim is to 

develop Data centre for city Intelligent Transportation and 

Emergency System (ITES). While clicking the button inside 

the application, then this will be activated by client, request 

sent to the corresponding server. This communication is 

integrated by server Ip address then server verify the type of 

request and connect to the required area local server. And with 

mobile agent technology, Response is given to the client or 

user by Local Server. 

Implementation of emergency system is broken down into 

four distinct stages as follows: 

A. User Interface 

B. Client and Server configuration 

C. Route track through GPS technology D. Handling 

Emergency Situation 

 

 
Figure.2. Model for client application 

B. CLIENT AND SERVER CONFIGURATION 

The second stage of the emergency system is client and server. 

Manifest Google map in our application for easy to identify the 

source and destination location (Latitude and Longitude). After 

getting connected to the server, then the server can search for 

nearby ambulance contacts through Round Robin Algorithm 

Technique. Then server makes notification message to 

particular ambulance driver and share the spot location. 

Thereby, Ambulance can easily reach the accident spot. 

 

C. ROUTE TRACK THROUGH GPS TECHNOLOGY 

The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a space-based satellite 

navigation system that provides location and time information 

anywhere. GPS tracker is used to get the current car co-

ordinates. Data used once we get these co-ordinates of the 

Ambulance, we can do further calculations about arrival time 

of car considering. By knowing the accident spot, then 

Ambulance driver application can get automatically connected 

with traffic controller. Thereby, the upcoming traffic will be 

cleared by this application to reach the accident spot. By 

changing the signal colour in the pathway, the ambulance will 

reach the accident spot quickly. 

 
Figure.3. Model for the signal colour change 
The above Figure 3 shows the signal colour in the pathway to 

reach the accident spot. If the signal colour be red or yellow, 

the ambulance driver application can able to change the signal 

colour to green. 

 

V. FLOWCHART 
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D. HANDLING EMERGENCY SITUATION 

The last stage of the system implementation is how to handle 

the Emergency Situation. Public and Emergency Medical 

Technician (EMT) can directly communicate with server, if 

notify any Emergency Purpose. With the support Google Map 

and GPS technologies, it will go far beyond than any other 

multi agent management systems, reducing the upfront 

investment and risk for users. While handling Emergency 

Situation, we are using GPS technology to get accurate source 

and destination location and track the route. After reaching the 

accident spot, this application looks for nearby hospitals. Then 

ambulance driver choose a nearby hospitals through drag and 

drop from source to destination by the application. The signals 

in the upcoming route can be changed by this application. 

 

VI. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

Using a great amount of GPS tracking data, this study proposes 

a trip ends identification method based on the data-driven 

machine learning model, with more than 96% of points in the 

trip ends being successfully identified. Moreover, various 

aspects including attributes selection and parameter values are 

discussed. First, the sample data is collected through a 

smartphone-based GPS application. Based on a comprehensive 

analysis of the PR survey and GPS tracking data, seven 

principles are proposed to clean the large-scale data obtained 

using the smartphone-based GPS application. Second, a data-

driven method to identify trip ends is developed on the basis of 

random forest model. This study proposes the concept of 

neighbourhood point set, which explicitly defines the set of 

neighbour points required to identify the state of a tracking 

point. Third, the differences between results identified by the 

data-driven method and records in the PR survey are 

investigated in-depth. Comparing with the existing work, we 

make three contributions: (1) Large scale smartphone-based 

GPS tracking data is collected. The pre-processing principles 

to guarantee the data quality is proposed. A data-driven 

method is developed for trip ends identification. The concept 

of neighbourhood point set is proposed to describe the 

temporally continuous points near a specific GPS tracking 

point. (3) The data-driven method is verified by the large-scale 

GPS tracking data set. The effect of sample size and other 

essential parameters is evaluated. The source of discrepancies 

between trip ends identified by the data-driven method and trip 

ends recorded by PR survey. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

 

A data-driven method is developed for trip ends identification. 

It is verified by large scale GPS tracking data set. This 

application mainly based on the GPS technology for quick 

retrieval of accurate information. Thereby public, server and 

ambulance will co-ordinately work for this application. 

Through this system model, emergency system can be handled 

easier. 
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